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Prelude 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A Musical Journey in Times of War? 

 

The motto of this year's Music Summer on rotherbaron was A 

Summer Full of Love, as a counterbalance to the grimace of hate 

that is currently overshadowing world events once again. The 

present PDF contains the songs of this musical summer journey, 

supplemented by a few more love songs. 

This year, the musical journey was in question for a long time. 

The daily death reports from Ukraine were just too devastating. 

And perhaps even more devastating was the routine that had 

crept into the reporting after several months of war. A language 

style like in a chess game: Who has lost more pawns than the 

other? 

All this ignores the fact that behind every single dead person 

there is infinite suffering: agonising deaths and the grief of the 

relatives that cannot be quenched by anything. I wonder who 

came up with the idea that a human being loses his humanity and 
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mutates into an appendage of his weapon as soon as he is sent to 

war? 

 

Musical Respite 

 

So perhaps it would have been more appropriate to do without 

the annual musical journey this time – or to concentrate on 

requiems and funeral marches. 

On the other hand, what good would that have done the people 

in Ukraine? And: Is it realistic to spend an entire summer in just 

mourning? 

The truth is: Hearing about the suffering of others every day 

without being able to do anything about it leads over time either 

to despair and derangement or to numbness. Those who con-

tinuously immerse themselves in the suffering that happens 

every second somewhere in the world will lose their will to live 

and their strength to survive in the long run. 

This, however, would not serve anyone in the end. As long as we 

do not have the possibility to immediately end the suffering of 

others, we simply need a respite from time to time in order to 

come up with other thoughts – which may then help to find ways 

to end the suffering.  

Against this background, I set out on a music journey this sum-

mer as well. This does not mean, however, that the reign of ha-

tred does not continue to haunt me. Rather, the opposite is the 

case. By dedicating this year's musical summer journey to its 

most important counterpart – love – I want to keep alive pre-

cisely the dream of overcoming the bloody regiment of hate. 
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The Star of Love and the Lord of Hate 

 

The reign of hate ... This makes me think of the New German 

Wave and the legendary band Deutsch-Österreichisches Feinge-

fühl (DÖF). 

In their song Codo – Ich düse im Sauseschritt (I am jetting at a 

whizzing pace), Codo, the Star of Love, and the Lord of Hate hu-

morously struggle for dominion over the earth. The ugly "Lord of 

Hate" just can't "let go" of hating – but Codo saves the world by 

bringing love along "from her ride in the sky". 

If only our problems could be solved so easily ... 
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Deutsch-Österreichisches Feingefühl (DÖF): 

Codo – Ich düse im Sauseschritt 
 

Codo – I am Jetting at a Whizzing Pace 

 

For 2,000 years the earth has lived without love. 

It is ruled by the Lord of Hate. 

 

Ugly, I am so ugly, so dreadfully ugly: 

I am the Lord of Hate! 

Hate, hate in an utterly hateful way, I just can't help it: 

I am the Lord of Hate! 

 

Attention, attention. 

Unknown flying object approaching the planet. 

Identify unknown flying object. 

 

Codo the third,  

I am the third from the left in the middle of the stars. 

 

Unknown flying object identifies as: "Codo" 

 

And I am jetting, jetting, jetting at a whizzing pace 

and bring the love with me from my ride in the sky. 

Because love, love, love makes so much fun, 

much more fun than anything. 

 

We do not need any love on this planet: 

Kill Codo! Destroy love! 
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Target address: gamma, delta, seven, three, one, hyperspace. 

 

Codo from the far reaches of the shining stars: 

I love to jet through space. 

And I am jetting, jetting, jetting at a whizzing pace 

and bring the love with me from my ride in the sky. 

Because love, love, love makes so much fun, 

much more fun than anything. 

 

Object passes the hate shield. 

 

Mordant, I am so mordant, disintegrating everything: 

I am the Lord of Hate! 

 

//And I am jetting, jetting, jetting at a whizzing pace 

And bring the love with me from my ride in the sky. 

Because love, love, love makes so much fun, 

much more fun than anything.// 

 

Video clip (1983) 

 

Lyrics 

 

 

About DÖF and the "New German Wave" 

 

The so-called "New German Wave" shaped German pop music 

between the mid-1970s and the mid-1980s. The central charac-

teristic of this music, apart from the German language, was a kind 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XzQ68MekYcc
https://www.lyrix.at/t/emmy-rossum-codo-duse-im-sauseschritt-245
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of anarchic humour. Many lyrics were also reminiscent of Dada-

ism in their minimalism and deliberate rejection of meaning. 

Among the central protagonists of this music genre were the sis-

ters Inga and Annette Humpe, who played a central role in the 

German music scene even after the New German Wave had died 

down. 

Inga Humpe was a member of the famous band Ideal among 

others. One of the band's biggest hits – Blaue Augen (Blue Eyes) – 

was written by her sister Annette. Together, both sisters partici-

pated in the music project Deutsch-Österreichisches Feingefühl 

(German-Austrian Sensitivity, DÖF), which recorded the song 

Codo – Ich düse im Sauseschritt in 1983. The melody is based on a 

pop song composed for Gerd Christian by the East German mu-

sician Holger Biege. 

The band name was originally just the title of an album by 

Viennese cabaret artists and songwriters Manfred Tauchen and 

Joesi Prokopetz. It was only the great success of the song Codo 

that led to a transformation of the project name Tauchen-Pro-

kopetz into DÖF – without this resulting in a long-term collabora-

tion between the two Austrian artists and the Humpe sisters. 

 

 

Pictures: 

Lars Nissen: Star (Pixabay) 

Tunnelmotion: Background picture (Pixabay) 
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However elaborately we may furnish our utopian palaces, they 

would collapse without the magical power that keeps all the no-

ble thought bricks together: LOVE. 

 

 
 

Love as the Foundation of Utopia 

 

Physical Metamorphoses Through Love 

 

Of all our utopias, love is the most important. Not only because 

we all hope for relationships in which we can love and be loved. 

But also because love is the foundation on which we build all our 

other utopian palaces. 

Of course, this does not primarily refer to physical love. However, 

its importance should not be underestimated either. After all, 

people who have a fulfilled sexual life are in general more satis-

fied with their lives and therefore less inclined to compensatory 

forms of satisfaction. These may well – as possessiveness or 

sadism – stand in the way of the realisation of utopian concepts 

of society. 
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What is more, love that we would spontaneously classify as non-

physical is often accompanied by or based on manifest physical 

reactions. The parents' love for their children could not exist if 

mum and dad had not previously become quite close to each 

other physically.  And children who are imparted confidence and 

a sense of belonging through the love of their parents encounter 

the world with a basic trust that also has a positive effect on their 

physical well-being. 

 

Love as a Teacher for a More Peaceful World 

 

What is decisive, however, is that love is the only force that gives 

us the possibility to overcome our self-centredness. In love, we 

do not judge another person according to the advantages and 

disadvantages we expect from him or her. The value of this per-

son is not determined by what the relationship can yield us, but 

only by his or her very concrete existence and personality. 

Thus, love for a single other human being teaches us love for 

human beings in general: a love that values others for their own 

sake; that does not ask about their economic, social, political or 

whatever outward significance, but simply esteems them be-

cause of their unique lives; that therefore also grants every hu-

man being the opportunity to freely develop his or her per-

sonality. 

Where love is the foundation of a society, this consequently ex-

cludes war, social injustice and inhumane working conditions. In 

this sense, love is the basis from which all the great utopias of 

humanity can be realised. 
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The Magic Wand of Love 

 

As a power that changes everything, love has something magical 

about it. Whoever is touched by its magic wand suddenly sees 

the world with different eyes. 

The chanson L'amour antique (Ancient Love) by the French 

singer-songwriter Fredda takes this into account by describing 

love with the terminology of fairy tales. Some of the images in 

the song are clearly reminiscent of the world of dreams and fairy 

tales – such as, for example, the admonition not to follow the 

other person with the eyes and not to address him or her 

"between the stones". 

The magical character of love is also reflected in the song text in 

the enchanting, siren-like sound of the rhymes and assonances, 

which cast a spell over the listener and thus make the over-

whelming power of love resound. On the content level, this cor-

responds to metaphors through which love itself appears as mu-

sic. Thus the smile of the beloved is compared to a lyre whose 

sounds cannot be eluded, songs are mentioned that are inaudible 

to the ears of ordinary mortals, and love itself is described as a 

song circling at the "bottom of time". 

Against this background, the characterisation of love as "antique" 

can be understood on the one hand in the sense that it is a pri-

mordial force reminiscent of the lovers of the great myths and 

dramas of human history. On the other hand, there is also some-

thing mythical in its power of transformation itself. Love seems to 

come from a time before all time, when life was still undivided in 

God's hands. For this very reason, it has a comprehensive power 

of reconciliation. 
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Fredda: L'amour antique 

from: Le chant des murmures (Whispered Chants), 2014 
 

Ancient love 

 

Your smile that attracts me, 

your lyre and your song … 

I followed you, 

but in doing so, but in doing so 

I have become careless, 

in all my innocence 

I have gone far astray. 

 

How ancient love is, 

how old-fashioned it is, 

how quaint, 

when it is ... 

 

I was with you a whole night long, 

it was the night when I said to you: 

"Don't look at me! 

Never speak to me among the stones, 

listen to the wind, 

don't forget that I'm waiting for you!" 

 

How ancient love is, 

how old-fashioned it is, 

how quaint, 

when it is ... 
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We will meet again tomorrow, 

in the Morning's entourage, 

but there are chants you can't hear. 

I saw you set off, 

along the path, 

I saw you turn around. 

That's what our love is made of: 

a song that turns in circles 

at the bottom of time. 

 

How ancient love is, 

how old-fashioned it is, 

how quaint, 

when it is ... 

How ancient love is. 

 

Live version Unfortunately, the recording only shows the singer from be-

hind or in profile. To get an impression of her performance qualities, it is 
worth listening to her chanson Il ne me reste (All that remains for me). 
 

Full album on Bandcamp 

 

Lyrics 

 

 

About Fredda 

 

Born in 1969 in Saint-Dié-des-Vosges and raised in Marseille, 

Fredda (Frédérique Dastrevigne) devoted herself to the study of 

blues and jazz after qualifying as a sound engineer during trips to 

New Orleans and New York. She then deepened her study of jazz 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hDZrOalIvLQ
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YFI4-vqeGkA
https://fredda.bandcamp.com/album/le-chant-des-murmures
https://lyrics.az/fredda/le-chant-des-murmures/lamour-antique.html
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and jazz singing, among other places, at Chichester College in 

Great Britain. Since 2001, in collaboration with Pascal Parisot, she 

has developed her own musical style that combines folk, acoustic 

blues and traditional chanson. Le chant des murmures is the 

singer's fourth album. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pictures: 

1. Valentin Valkov: Swans (Fotolia) 

2. Fredda (Frédérique Dastrevigne): photo posted by the artist herself on 

Wikimedia Commons, May 2012 

3. Hans Braxmeier: Swans (Pixabay) 
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The magic wand of love transforms ourselves and the world by 

making us see life with different eyes. When the world shines 

with the colours of love, everything is suddenly filled with 

meaning. 

 

The Omnipresence of Love 

 

Love as the Path to the Essence of Life 

 

Those who love see the world with different eyes. Things open up 

and turn their deeper, more essential face to them. Little things, 

which they passed by carelessly before, are suddenly filled with 

meaning, and life can be experienced in all its abundance and 

beauty. 

Thus, whoever loves recognizes love as the primordial ground of 

being, as that which holds life together and drives it forward, 

which creates and transforms it. The concrete You that has ig-
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nited love becomes a bridge to that other You from which every-

thing arises: the World Soul, God, Brahman ... 

 

Love as a Celebration of Life 

 

An echo of these sentiments can also be found in the song O teu 

murmúrio (Your Murmur) by the Portuguese band OqueStrada 

(Street Orchestra). Everything that the ego encounters is shaped 

here by the You that it loves. But precisely because of this, every-

thing that previously appeared purely material is suddenly ani-

mated and thus reveals itself in its richness of relationships, in its 

interconnectedness with everything else that exists. 

The optimistic and confident mood emanating from the text cor-

responds to a cheerful music that radiates vitality and joie de 

vivre. For the singer of the band, Marta Miranda, this is closely 

linked to her goal of renewing the Portuguese Fado tradition. She 

explicitly opposes the practice of her compatriots to keep "the 

sad fado like in a small glass box". With her music she wants to 

"do the opposite and unite sadness and joy". 

 

Citation taken from: Bargon, Sebastian: Der Schrei der Unterdrückten. (The 

Cry of the Oppressed). Music on the Crisis from Spain, Portugal and Greece, 

p. 6. SWR2 "Tandem", January 27, 2012 (German, PDF). 

  

https://www.swr.de/swr2/programm/sendungen/tandem/-/id=9120060/property=download/nid=8986864/1j76hd7/swr2-tandem-20120127-1920.pdf
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OqueStrada: O teu murmúrio 

from: Atlantic Beat – mad'in Portugal (2014) 

 

Your Murmur1 

 

Your murmur is what I desire. 

You are the only thing I need in life. 

You are the celebrated life. 

Your silence I have wrapped in a cloth 

and also the map of the incomparable ways 

that you have opened up, 

without any frills, 

out of sight, 

far from overheated paradises. 

 

You know, 

know very well: 

Your murmur is what I desire. 

You are the only thing I need in life. 

You are the celebrated life. 

 

You took care of me, 

my forgotten reliquary, 

my lost sweetness.  

Sometimes silence is golden, 

other times it's silver, 

several times of lead 

and sometimes a forest. 
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You took care of me, 

now I will take care of you. 

 

You know, 

know very well: 

Your murmur is what I desire. 

You are the only thing I need in life. 

You are the celebrated life. 

You are what I want to live for, 

all day, all night. 

 

You took care of me, 

now I will take care of you. 

 

And the rain, running comfortingly 

around the lonely hearts 

beyond the mountains 

in Lisbon, 

in Nazareth, 

[in Évora2, 

in Portimão3], 

on the Minho4, 

on the Guadiana5, 

in Paris, 

in Berlin, 

in New York, 

in Rio, 

that's all your murmur. 
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You know, 

know very well: 

You are what I want to live for,  

all day, all night, 

you shall be the only thing 

worth living for, 

the celebrated life, 

all day, all night 

I want to live for you, 

my forgotten reliquary, 

my lost sweetness, 

my reliquary, 

my sweetness, 

that's what your murmur means to me. 

 

Explanations: 

(1) The lyrics are always slightly modified by the singer during performances. 

(2) Évora: city in southern Portugal 

(3) Portimão: port city in the Algarve region in southern Portugal 

(4) Minho: river that rises in Galicia and marks the border between Spain 

and Portugal south of Vigo; a province of the same name is located in 

northwestern Portugal 

(5) Guadiana: river in the south of Portugal that partly marks the border 

with Spain 

 

About QqueStrada 

 

The band was founded in 2001 by Marta Miranda and the French 

bassist Jean Marc Pablo. At the latest since their performance at 

the Nobel Peace Prize concert in 2012, they are known beyond 

the borders of Portugal. 
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Both Miranda, who has also performed as an actress, and Jean 

Marc Pablo, who formerly worked as an event manager, have a 

connection to theater. This is also evident in the band's perfor-

mances, which are always very expressive and often tell little sto-

ries in the video clips. These are mostly taken from people's eve-

ryday lives and thus underline the band's claim to give artistic ex-

pression to simple life. 

This intention is realised by the band both on the level of the 

lyrics and through the music, which picks up instruments and 

sound elements of folk art. The performances equally correspond 

to the concept of a "street orchestra". They often take place on 

smaller stages or in bars, where contact with the audience can be 

established more easily than in the large music halls. 

 

 

 

Pictures: 

Locuic: Ribeira Sacra ("Sacred Riparian Land") on the Minho River in Galicia 

(Pixabay) 

Rs-foto: OqueStrada at a performance in Nuremberg/Germany, 2010 (Wiki-

media Commons) 
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If God is love, love can be a path to God. But love is also divine 

without us having to assume the existence of a God. 

 

Divine Love and the Love of God 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Love as a Way to God  

 

God, the divine, is love, they say. We could also turn the sentence 

around and say: Love is divine. 

Both sentences are based on the same sentiment: Love is the 

only way to escape our existential loneliness, this enclosure 

within ourselves. Love is a bridge into another being. Whoever 

steps on it is embraced by the All-One and returns home to the 

paradise represented in early childhood by the symbiotic rela-

tionship with the mother. 

 

When Earthly Love Merges with Divine Love 

 

There are two paths to the paradise of love. One leads directly to 

God. It is based on such deep immersion in the divine that the 
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power of love can be experienced in an immediate way. This is 

the path of mysticism. 

The other path starts from earthly love. If it is experienced in-

tensely enough, a sense for the divine, for that which encom-

passes individual existence, can arise from the absorption in the 

unity created by love. Thus the earthly here merges with the di-

vine love. 

 

A Blossom of Love in the Desert of the Heart 

 

In Émilie Simon's chanson Désert, written by Olivier Coursier and 

Simon Buret, the desert is a cipher for one's own inner self, in 

which the image of the beloved is to be "drawn". This appears as 

a metaphor for the complete devotion to another person. The 

beloved person is to fill one's own heart completely, everything is 

to be thought and felt through him or her. 

In addition, the desert metaphor also opens up references to the 

literature of mysticism. Here, the desert can be both an image for 

the immeasurable expanse of divine being, in which the ego 

willingly dissolves, and an image for the willingness to devote 

oneself to this being, i.e. for the emptiness of one's own inner 

self, which is to be filled with or reflect divine being. 

The mystical connotation of the chanson also arises from its con-

clusion, in which the loving person must "travel on" while the 

beloved remains behind. Since "travelling on" here is synony-

mous with the self turning to "ashes" and thus the end of the 

"journey of life", this also suggests the transient existence of the 

lovers, which is contrasted with the infinite duration of the divine 

object of love and of love itself. 
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In the video clip for the song, this is illustrated by a flower girl 

from whose body plants sprout – until oversized hands finally ap-

pear out of nowhere and sew up the girl's skin, thus ending the 

time of blossoming and growth. 

 

 

Émilie Simon: Désert 

aus: Émilie Simon (2003) 

 

Desert 

 

Oh my love, my kindred soul, 

I count the days, I count the hours. 

I want to draw you in a desert, 

in the desert of my heart. 

 

Oh mon amour, the breath of your voice 

makes me happy wherever I go. 

Let me draw you in a desert, 

in the desert of my heart. 

 

At night, with my nose to the window, 

I sometimes wait for you, and I sink 

in a desert, yes, in my desert. 

 

Oh mon amour, my heart is aching, 

I count the hours, I count the days. 

I want to draw you in a desert, 

in the desert of my heart. 
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Oh mon amour, I travel on, 

I've left these shores, 

I'm leaving you, that's it.  

 

At night, with my nose to the window, 

I sometimes wait for you, and I sink ... 

Please scatter my sad ashes in the wind, 

in the wind. 

 

 

Video clip 

 

Live performance 

 

Lyrics by Olivier Coursier and Simon Buret 

 

 

About Émilie Simon 

 

Émilie Simon, daughter of a pianist 

mother and a sound engineer, was born 

in Montpellier in 1978. She received vo-

cal training at the local conservatory and 

then studied musicology at the Univer-

sity of Montpellier. In Paris, she con-

tinued her studies at the Sorbonne Uni-

versity – in early music – and at the Paris 

Research Institute for Acoustics and Mu-

sic (IRCAM) – in electronic music. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=V0nnqvZitM0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nrDKZxL6RPw
https://greatsong.net/PAROLES-EMILIE-SIMON,DESERT,28127.html
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Her debut album (Émilie Simon, 2003) was a great success with 

both audiences and music critics and earned her a Victoire de la 

musique, the highest musical award in France. She received 

another Victoire for her music to the film La Marche de l'Em-

pereur (The Journey of the Penguins, 2005). In 2007 she moved 

to New York, where she released an album in English (The Big 

Machine) in 2009. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pictures: 

Pezibear: Desert (Pixabay) 

Philippe Dulac: Émlie Simon at a performance in Dijon, 2006 (Wikimedia 

Commons) 

Greg Montani: Background picture (Pixabay) 
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Whoever discovers the rare flower of love will perhaps pluck it to 

have it all to himself. But precisely by doing so, he will lose it. 

 

The Freedom of Love and the Love of Freedom 
 

 

 

Walking a Tightrope between Freedom and Responsibility 

 

When we love another person, we naturally wish him or her only 

the best: health, inner harmony, success – and probably also the 

greatest possible degree of freedom. 

However, there are two limitations to this freedom. Firstly, we 

unspokenly assume that the freedom will not drive the person 

we love into the arms of another. Secondly, we hope that it will 

not be turned against the loved one himself – that freedom does 

not steer him in a direction that could harm his health or prevent 

him from fulfilling his life's dreams. 

This means that we always have to find the right balance in the 

freedom we allow a loved one. Total freedom could easily lead to 

carelessness and lack of interest – and would thus be the oppo-

site of a loving devotion to another. If, on the other hand, we set 
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too narrow limits on freedom, the weeds of jealousy and exces-

sive control quickly spring up in the garden of love – weeds that 

can end up completely overgrowing and suffocating the blossom 

of love. 

 

The Image of the Other: Utopian Sketch or Prison? 

 

Loving another person precisely does not mean leaving that per-

son to his or her own devices. Rather, love is always accompanied 

by an intense resonating with the other person. This is not possi-

ble without forming an image of the beloved. 

However, this picture must not limit the person to a certain stage 

of development or bind him or her to an abstract ideal, but must 

always be a sketch that is oriented towards the person's own 

possibilities and that designs the beloved towards these. This is 

the special responsibility that arises from love. 

It is in the nature of the matter that the close entanglements 

arising from the love between oneself and the other person also 

play a role in this process. The special challenge here is to never 

let these entanglements become shackles. If they no longer ap-

pear as a natural part of one's life, as something that expands it 

towards another self, but as a routine or even a constraint that 

puts chains on one's own desire to grow, the wish to throw off 

these chains quickly arises. 

Love is therefore freedom and boundedness at the same time. 

Only when one organically results from the other can it blossom 

and flourish in the long run. 
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Political Aspects of the Image Issue 

 

These seemingly apolitical thoughts can also be applied to the 

relationship of a state to the people living in it. Here, too, the 

goal must be to ensure the greatest possible freedom for each 

individual. However, this must also not be confused with licen-

tiousness and an absence of rules. Rather, the freedom of each 

individual has to be limited where it unreasonably restricts or 

even negates the freedom of others. 

Even the issue of forming an image of others plays a role in the 

relationship between the state and its citizens. A state, too, may 

well create an image of its citizens, in the sense of an ideal 

guiding the rules of coexistence. 

However, this image must never be based on abstract ideals or 

even on the interests of single social groups. Rather, it has to be 

based on general human rights, which take into account the vari-

ous paths to individual fulfilment and enable people to follow 

these paths. 

 

An Anthem of the Basque Freedom Movement 

 

In a similar way, the Basque poem Txoria Txori (Bird, little bird) 

by Joxean Artze has spontaneously been understood after it was 

set to music by Mikel Laboa in the late 1960s. 

On the surface, the song about a bird that can only be retained 

by clipping its wings is a parable of freedom. It can be related to 

the situation of a person who is deprived of freedom out of love, 

in order to possess the beloved completely – and who, precisely 
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because of this, withers away inwardly and in the end is no 

longer the person the "birdcatcher" fell in love with. 

Under the strict censorship of Franco's dictatorship, the 

seemingly apolitical song was related by the Basques to the situa-

tion of their own people – who were deprived of their freedom in 

order to subject them to the abstract ideal of the Spanish nation-

state. 

Today, the Basque Country enjoys far-reaching autonomy that 

recognises the cultural and linguistic distinctiveness of the in-

digenous population. Complete independence, however, is still 

denied to the people. Thus, Txoria Txori continues to be the un-

official anthem of the Basque Country, reflecting the utopia of a 

self-determined life. 
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Mikel Laboa / Joxean Artze: Txoria txori  

from: Bat-Hiru (1974) 

 

Bird, Little Bird 

 

// If I had clipped its wings, 

it would have been all mine. 

It would never have flown away. // 

// But then 

it wouldn't have been a bird anymore, // 

and I ... 

I loved the bird. 

If I had clipped his wings ... 

But then ... 

 

About Joxean Artze and Mikel Laboa 

 

Joxean Artze passed away in January 2018 at the age of 78. To-

gether with other artists, he founded the group Ez Dok Amairu in 

1966, which lasted until 1972 and provided important impulses 

for the renewal of Basque culture. With his brother Jesús and 

with Mikel Laboa, he created innovative multimedia perfor-

mances in the 1970s. In these projetcs, he also benefited from his 

skill in playing the txalaparta, a traditional Basque percussion in-

strument. 

Mikel Laboa (1934 – 2008), in addition to reinterpreting Basque 

folk songs, has set poems to music and, of course, recorded his 

own works. One of his albums is dedicated to works by the Ger-
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man writer Bertolt Brecht. It was initially banned by the censors 

of Francoist Spain. As a central figure in the Basque cultural 

scene, Laboa has worked a lot with other artists, including the 

jazz musician Iñaki Salvado and various Basque orchestras. 

 

 

 

Detailed information on Basque culture and history can be found 

on the website of the Basque Cultural Institute (eke.eus). 

 

 

 

 

Pictures: 

1. Gerd Altmann: Seagull (Pixabay) 

2. Loulou Nash (Thefairypath): Flight into Freedom (Pixabay) 

3. Ksarasola: Joxean Artze and Mikel Laboa as graffiti portraits on a wall in 

the Basque Country, February 2019 (Wikimedia commons) 

  

https://www.eke.eus/en/kultura/basque-country/history
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The longing for fulfilment in love can be a hidden allusion to the 

desire for cultural self-determination. This also applies to the 

Kurdish nation, which is denied this right in Turkey. 

 

A Love Lament as a Silent Accusation  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Kurdish Nation: a Stepchild of the Family of Nations 

 

Like the Basque people, the people of Kurdistan are still denied 

their right to national self-determination. The situation here is 

further aggravated by the fact that the Kurdish settlement areas 

are spread across four states: Turkey, Iraq, Syria and Iran. 

The recent upheavals in Iraq and Syria have helped the Kurdish 

population there to achieve more self-determination. However, 

this is threatened by neighbouring Turkey, where Kurdish au-

tonomy efforts are being massively suppressed. The Turkish 

government therefore also claims the right to advance militarily 
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into Iraqi and Syrian border areas in order to weaken or com-

pletely suspend Kurdish self-administration there. 

This is in line with a cultural eradication strategy that Turkey has 

been pursuing for 100 years now. In the Turkish nation state that 

emerged after the First World War, the Kurdish language and cul-

ture were systematically suppressed for a long time, and the 

Kurds themselves were only allowed to be called "Mountain 

Turks" – so that in fact the existence as a Kurd was punishable. 

 

When a Silver Gate Turns into an Iron Hand  

  

In 1937/38, the Turkish government responded to calls for cul-

tural autonomy in the Kurdish region with an extermination cam-

paign in which tens of thousands of people were killed. As a sign 

of victory and as a warning for the future, the region was re-

named after the massacre: Dersim (Kurdish for "silver gate") be-

came Tunceli (Turkish for "iron hand"). 

This was repeated in the 1970s when the Kurdish population's 

desire for self-determination was again increasingly expressed. 

Once again, massive military operations were launched in 

response, villages were destroyed and people forcibly resettled. 

To this day, mayors elected in the Kurdish regions are removed 

without further ado if they do not suit the rulers in Ankara, and 

military actions are still commonplace. 

 

Unfortunate Love, Unfortunate Nation 

 

The situation in the Kurdish art scene is no different from that in 

other states suppressing free expression: works of art that con-
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tain open political statements can lead to repression on the part 

of both the artists and the public. Consequently, the dream of 

cultural self-determination can only be expressed in a disguised 

form. 

In this situation, even seemingly unsuspicious love songs can con-

tain a hidden political message. This is also true for the song To 

Şiya (You went away) by Erdoğan Emir. 

As a song about an unfortunate love, it fits the sad history of the 

Kurdish people. At the same time, however, it is also a love song 

– which, like every love song, evokes the utopia of fulfilled love. 

In the Kurdish context, this may well be related to the wider 

context of a harmonious coexistence of all people and thus also 

of greater freedom for the Kurdish people. 

 

Dreams of Harmony 

 

Erdoğan Emir expresses the dreamed harmony in his song 

through a particularly harmonious dialogue between the vocals 

and the violin (in the album version) or the flute (in the live ver-

sion). 

The musician, who was born in 1982 in the province of Dersim, 

plays in several bands, but has also been successful with solo pro-

jects. He belongs to the Zaza ethnic group, whose language is 

considered linguistically independent – but, like Kurdish, belongs 

to the Northwest Iranian languages. 
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Kurdish Linguistic Diversity 

 

The majority of those who speak Zazaki nevertheless define 

themselves as "Kurdish". This is due to the fear that linguistic re-

search – as important as it may be for the understanding of Za-

zaki – could drive a wedge between the individual population 

groups. 

Northern Kurdish (Kurmanji), Central Kurdish (Sorani) and 

Southern Kurdish are clearly different from each other. In addi-

tion, each has its own dialect. However, the cultural situation for 

all language groups is equally marked by the oppression exerted 

by the Turkish majority society. 

 

More about Kurdish history and culture: The Kurdish Project; especially on 

the Dersim Massacre: Kieser, Hans-Lukas: The Dersim Massacre, 1937-38; 

July 2011, sciencespo.fr. 

More Kurdish Music: Longing for a Sheltered Culture. About the Kurdish folk 

song Lo Şivano (The Shepherd), interpreted by Mehmet Atlı and the Anadolu 

Quartet 

 

 

Pictures: 

1. Salar Arkan: Kurdish woman with granddaughter at the Kurdish New 

Year celebration (Nowruz: 20/21 March) in the Iranian part of Kurdistan 

(Wikimedia Commons, 2017; detail) 

2. Emrahgul62: The Munzur Mountains (Munzur Dağları) in Dersim 

Province, 2019 (Wikimedia Commons) 

3. Erdoğan Emir, 2018 (photo posted by E. Emir on Wikimedia Commons) 

  

https://thekurdishproject.org/history-and-culture/kurdish-history/
https://www.sciencespo.fr/mass-violence-war-massacre-resistance/en/document/dersim-massacre-1937-1938.html
https://literaturplanetonline.com/2022/07/02/sehnsucht-nach-kultureller-geborgenheit-longing-for-a-sheltered-culture/
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Erdoğan Emir: To Şiya 

from: Tanık (Sad); 2010 

 

You Went Away 

 

It was summer when you left 

and I cried tears of blood. 

 

I call for you like a cuckoo, 

only the stars resound with my longing 

and paint your picture in the sky. 

 

Only you can resonate 

with the rhythm of my soul. 

Only you can heal 

the sorrow of my heart. 

 

With the setting sun 

your smile vanishes behind the mountains, 

the world grows dark for me. 

But my soul climbs the highest peaks 

and flies to you on the wings of the wind. 

 

Only you can resonate … 

Video clip 

Live, unplugged (2015) 

Lyrics 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=fkHrqK23LOo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=1yVdAe8GJEE
https://www.muzikakurdi.org/erdogan-emir-to-siya-sarki-sozleri_9bdea156b.html
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Love is an unknown continent. Not everyone has the courage to 

set out for it. 

 

The Venture of Love 
 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Love: an Island in the Ocean of Hate 

 

Those who love live in another world ... 

In the world of lovers there is no meanness and no baseness, no 

selfishness and no insincerity. Neither ill-will nor mistrust can 

flourish there. Even death has no place in this world – because 

for lovers time does not exist. 

Thus only the loving may return to the place from which all 

others are excluded from the moment of their birth: to the para-

dise of All-Oneness. To a place where there is no abandonment 
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and no forlornness, where no one is enclosed within himself, but 

every being harmoniously resonates with all other being. 

The only problem is: the world of love does not have the power 

to make that other world disappear in which love has no place. 

Thus, those who enter the harbour of love live as if on an island 

surrounded by the ocean of hate. And only when they arrive on 

this island do they realise what kind of ocean they have been 

drifting on so far. 

 

A Journey with an Uncertain Ending 

 

That is why it is always a dare to move into the world of love. 

First of all, it is a dare because it is a journey into an unknown 

land where completely different laws prevail than where we set 

out from. 

But it is also a dare because at the beginning no one can know 

how this journey will end. What happens if one of the lovers is 

prepared to take the risk of love, but the other shies away from 

it? 

In this case, the one who has already entered the bridge into that 

other realm loses everything. As an unhappy lover, he no longer 

has a place in the world of love. But his former world has also be-

come so alien to him that he can no longer feel at home in it.  So 

he is condemned to live as a homeless person between two 

worlds. 
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The Beauty of Courage to Follow the Path of Love 

 

This is the kind of situation Pauline Croze's song T'es beau (You 

are beautiful) is about. Here, the result of banishment from the 

realm of love is a radical isolation, in which the self is "afraid (...) 

of the living" and their everyday life, opposed to love. At the 

same time it fears "forgetting" the liberating experience of a 

worldview shaped by love. 

The beauty of the beloved sung about at the beginning of the 

song therefore does not refer to external features, but to the 

courage to engage in the imponderables of unconditional love. 

That this is an incalculable risk is also shown in the video clip for 

the song, in which the lost world of love is conjured up as a 

shadow world that takes on a life of its own. 

 

 

Pauline Croze: T'es beau  

 

You Are Beautiful 

 

You are beautiful. 

You are beautiful because you are brave enough 

to look deeply into the eyes of the one 

who doesn't believe you can be happy. 

 

You are beautiful. 

You are beautiful like a silent scream, 

brave as a precious metal 

that struggles to recover from its wounds. 
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It's like an old familiar melody, 

a few wistful chords 

that conquer my heart, 

that conquer my joy 

when I think of you 

like right now. 

 

I can tell myself 

that it's better this way, 

even if it still hurts, 

but I still can't find peace anywhere. 

           

It is beautiful. 

It is beautiful because it is stormy, 

so stormy that my own words 

blur before my eyes. 

 

It's like an old familiar melody, 

a few wistful chords 

that conquer my heart, 

that conquer my joy, 

when I think of you ... 

 

… of you who leave the stage,  

without weapons, without hate. 

I am afraid to forget, 

I am afraid to accept, 

I am afraid of the living 

right now. 
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Video clip 

 

Lyrics 

 

About Pauline Croze 

 

The singer was born in 1979 in Noisy-le-Sec, north of Paris, to a 

mother working as a psychoanalyst and a physics professor. After 

gaining a reputation early on through appearances at music 

festivals and as an opening act for other chansonniers, her debut 

album, released in 2005, was an immediate success. To this day, 

she has released five more albums. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pictures: 

Abigail2resident: Girl at the window (Pixabay) 

Guillaume Laurent: Pauline Croze, 2008 (Wikimedia Commons) 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tgM5GrhK1l8
https://greatsong.net/PAROLES-PAULINE-CROZE,TES-BEAU,9000275.html
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The land of love is surrounded by an invisible border that only 

lovers can feel. Whoever crosses it enters another universe in 

which nothing is as it was. 

 

The Delicate Issue of Crossing the Border 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Entering the Night of Love 

 

Like the chanson by Pauline Croze, the song Zostań (Stay with 

me) by the Polish singer-songwriter Kortez tells of the impon-

derables associated with crossing over into the world of love. 

Not everyone has the courage to throw off the chains that bind 

them to the other world of everyday life, in which love often has 

no say. For as painful as these chains may be at times, they also 

provide a certain support in life. 
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The song describes that stirring moment when the fate of love is 

being decided. On the surface, it's just about spending a night 

together. However, entering this night is like passing through a 

gate into another world, behind which nothing will be as it was. 

Will the lovers pass through the gate together? Will they both 

take off into the weightlessness of love? Or will one of them 

prefer to stay on solid ground? 

 

The Fear of the Wrong Moment 

 

The song Haussmann à l'envers (Driving the wrong way on Boule-

vard Haussmann) by the French singer-songwriter Clio also takes 

up the topic of border crossing in love matters. It is about the 

question: Who will take the first step? Who will first stretch out 

his hand over this deep abyss that separates one person from the 

other? 

In the age of cyber-flirting, such questions may arise less often 

than in the past. However, there is a difference between two 

people arranging a date via one of the relevant websites with a 

non-committal sexual adventure in mind – and a rendezvous with 

someone for whom you feel something more than just an erotic 

tingle. 

And won't it always remain a special adventure to cross the 

bridge to another person? To cross it to its end, so that one's own 

life merges with another life for a few moments? 

Paradoxically, it is precisely when we are not only physically at-

tracted to another person that we will hesitate to step onto the 

bridge. There's just too much fear of tearing down the bridge if 
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you step on it at the wrong moment or in the wrong way. And 

that is precisely why we might then miss the right moment. 

This is the kind of situation Clio's chanson seems to refer to. The 

accompanying video clip takes up the retrospective from which 

the event is considered in a film running backwards. 
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Kortez: Zostań  

from: Bumerang (2015) 

 

Stay With Me 

 

Stay with me. You know me better 

than anyone else. 

You know very well 

that I'm afraid to be alone. 

Stay at least once until morning. 

One day spent together 

won't change everything between us. 

 

Stay with me, even if I'm not worth 

all that you can give to me.     

Stay with me. The time to ask questions 

will come, but now 

is not the time for words. 

 

Stay with me. Don't search anymore 

in the far distance 

what you can get right here. 

 

Stay with me, without wasting words, 

just like now,  

stay patiently with me day by day. 

Stay with me. 

Stay with me. 

 

Stay with me. I will not tell you 
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that it is love, 

though you are all I need in life. 

 

 

Album version  

 

Live performance 

 

Lyrics  

 

 

About Kortez 

 

Kortez is the stage name of Łukasz 

Federkiewicz, born in 1989 in Krosno, Po-

land. His debut album Bumerang was one 

of the most successful new releases in 

Poland in 2015. Before the album was 

released, he had worked as a construction 

and forestry worker and as a music edu-

cator in preschool, while at the same time 

taking part in music competitions. 

 

 

 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YiXaqfHqEd0
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hBSyWkOwxZM
http://www.tekstowo.pl/piosenka,kortez,zostan.html
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Clio: Haussmann à l'envers  

from: Clio (2016) 

 

Driving the Wrong Way on Boulevard Haussmann 

 

Of course they honk at me 

when I cycle in the wrong direction 

on Boulevard Haussmann. 

 

But I don't hear anyone –  

my thoughts are caught 

in yesterday's evening, 

when with every cigarette 

I felt my way forward, 

centimeter by centimeter, 

on the way to your hand. 

 

There, on the tablecloth, the question was: 

Play trump or pass? 

What will my counterpart say 

when I push the cups aside 

to seal his mouth with mine? 

 

Stay the course or get shipwrecked? 

I hesitate and shy away. 

If only he would take the first step 

and take my place, 

since I lack the courage! 
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Tonight, on my bike, 

I try to read a little 

in your thoughts – 

and close my eyes. 

 

Stay the course or get shipwrecked? 

I hesitate and shy away. 

Will the oncoming traffic slow down 

when my path crosses it 

and I drift off course? 

 

Stay the course or get shipwrecked? 

Play trump or pass? 

What will my counterpart say 

when I push the cups aside 

to seal his mouth with mine? 

 

Even if they honk at me 

on Boulevard Haussmann, 

when I cycle in the wrong direction: 

I don't hear anyone –  

my thoughts are caught 

in yesterday's evening. 

 

Video clip 

 

Lyrics 

 

 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FQGPuhxme3M
https://greatsong.net/paroles-haussmann-a-lenvers-clio
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Boulevard Haussmann is a two-and-a-half kilometer long street 

in the center of Paris. It is named after Baron Georges-Eugène 

Haussmann, who played a major role in the transformation of 

Paris into a modern metropolis under Napoléon III from the mid-

19th century. The 

boulevard is part of 

the new network of 

broad thorough-

fares that were in-

tended to adapt the 

city to changing 

traffic conditions. 

 

 

About Clio 

The singer-songwriter was born in Besançon in the east of France 

in 1987 as the daughter of a teacher couple. After graduating, she 

first worked as a primary school teacher herself for a year before 

devoting herself entirely to music. Her first longplayer, released 

in 2016, has since been followed by two more albums. 

 

 

Pictures: 

1. Skeeze: Woman (Pixabay) 

2. Édouard Manet (1832 – 1883): At the Père Lathuille Restaurant (1879); 

Tournai, Musée des Beaux Arts (Wikimedia Commons) 

3. Fryta 73: Kortez (Łukasz Federkiewicz), 2016 (Wikimedia Commons) 

4. Picture postcard with a view of Boulevard Haussmann (on the right) and 

Boulevard des Italiens, 1920 (Wikimedia Commons) 
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With our dream of ideal love, we often get in our own way – 

because it prevents us from recognising real love in its beauty.  

 

The Blossoms of Love –  

Beautiful, but Often Overlooked 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A Deadly Abyss: The Gap Between Ideal and Reality 

 

When we speak of "true" love, we have in mind the absolute 

fulfilment of our dreams, a relationship in which two people 

complement and support each other in an ideal way. A 

relationship characterised by blind understanding for each other, 

by a resonance with each other through which every emotion of 

the other soul immediately strikes a chord in one's own soul. 

Unfortunately, however, such an ideal love does not exist. We 

can dream of it, approach it as a utopia, as a summit whose 

ultimate unattainability we are aware of. But if we measure real 

love against this ideal, we will always be disappointed. 
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This disappointment we often do not attribute to ourselves, to 

our own inability to acknowledge the intrinsic imperfection of 

every human being and consequently to accept others precisely 

in their flaws and weaknesses. Instead, we tend to blame the 

other person for the imperfection of the world. 

Consequently, we don't open our eyes to the beauty of love, but 

focus on all the little things that get in the way of our unrealistic 

dream of perfect happiness. Over time, the conflicts resulting 

from this escalate into serious quarrels, which inevitably 

suffocate love. 

 

When Beauty Reveals Itself Only in the Rearview Mirror 

 

Only in retrospect, when everything is over, do we discover all 

the beauty we owe to the other person. Only when we are left 

alone in the empty flat do we notice how pleasantly the other 

person's voice filled the rooms and how familiar we were even 

with all the little quirks that had bothered us so much until then. 

All this suddenly appears to us as a lovable part of the other life 

that had long since become a part of our own life. But now that 

we realise this, it is too late. The wounds we ourselves have 

inflicted on the tender plant of love with our permanent nagging 

are too deep. 

So we look back and accuse ourselves for our failures and for the 

blindness that has made us overlook the outstretched hand of 

happiness. This, we swear to ourselves, shall not happen to us 

again! But can we trust ourselves? 
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Matmata and Syria: Fino a perdermi  

from: In attesa del cielo (Awaiting the Sky, 2008) 

 

Until I Lose Myself 

 

Let me once more pick the celestial flowers  

and the scent of the stars for you. 

Lay your fears in my heart, 

let me drink in your eyes 

until I lose myself in them. 

 

The sword of separation has torn me in two, 

your winter heart will freeze me. 

Heaven trembles when you touch it, 

time stands still when you break through the darkness 

and embrace me as I fall through space. 

 

Still the winter doubts blow cold 

on us and on your fears 

which I will heal in my heart. 

 

The sword of separation has torn me in two, 

only you can heal my wounds. 

Do not let me freeze 

in your winter heart. 

 

Heaven trembles when you touch it, 

time stands still when you break through the darkness 

and embrace me as I fall through space. 
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Dreaming, you will follow me into my dreams, 

and dreaming, you will lose yourself with me 

in the dreams I weave for you. 

 

Song with pictures of performances by the band 

 

Lyrics 
 

 

About Matmata and Syria 

 

The band Matmata was founded in 1994 in Orzinuove near 

Brescia in Lombardy by Nicola Saini and Gianmario Ragazzi. The 

latter, as head of the band, is also responsible for the music and 

lyrics of Matmata. 

Due to disputes with the music label, the first album could only 

be released in 2003, followed by two more albums in 2008 and 

2016. The band's music is usually classified as "alternative rock". 

However, there are also some rock ballads with softer sounds 

among the songs. 

The singer Cecilia Syria Cipressi, who also features in the song, 

uses her middle name as her stage name ("Syria" or, read 

backwards, "Airys"). Born in Rome in 1977, the artist had her 

breakthrough in 2000 with the song Se t'amo (If I love you). She 

has released eight albums since 1997. 

 

Picture: 

Gianpiero Actis: Stars (painting inspired by a poem by Peter Thabit Jones 

from Swansea, Wales); Wikimedia Commons, 2011 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HPYCDUrpbII&t=25s
https://www.musickr.it/testi/matmata-feat-syria-fino-a-perdermi/
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Eternal love – that usually means for us: eternal duration of love. 

But perhaps the eternity of love lies more in the timeless mo-

ments love gives us.  

 

The Magic Mirror of Love 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Love Formula 

 

If we had to put the prerequisites for the long-term survival of a 

love relationship into a formula - what would it look like? – I 

would say: common interests + different personalities + humour. 

Without common interests, it is not possible to build up a com-

mon everyday life. If the personalities are too similar, quarrels 

are inevitable – because, for example, both want to determine 

everything and neither wants to give in. And humour, in turn, is 

necessary as a balancing element in order not to inflate every 

stain on the garment of love into an insurmountable barrier. 
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However, it must also be admitted here: As a rule, love does not 

stick to love formulas. It often blossoms where you least expect 

it. 

 

A Mirror for our Dreams 

 

Sometimes we find another person attractive precisely because 

we do not find anything familiar in that person – but because, on 

the contrary, this individual represents for us the unknown, the 

mysterious. Such a person is like a mirror for us onto which we 

can project our unfulfilled dreams. 

Relationships of this kind often do not last long – it simply con-

tradicts the nature of mystery to remain as such in the long run. 

As soon as the mysterious becomes commonplace, it loses its ap-

peal. 

In addition, people who are a mirror of otherness to us often do 

not want to be recognised either. Maybe they even don't know 

themselves – and don't want to get to know themselves com-

pletely, because that would deprive them of the opportunity to 

discover themselves anew again and again. 

This is precisely where the fertilising character of such relation-

ships lies. In one important respect, lessons can be learned from 

them: In every other relationship, too, it is fatal to believe that 

one even knows the most secret corner of the other person's 

soul. Such a view can be like an invisible prison – breaking out of 

such a relationship is a natural self-protective mechanism. 
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The Unfathomable House of the Soul 

 

The lovers in Baptiste W. Hamon's chanson obviously do not have 

to fear this kind of danger. The title figure Joséphine is the per-

sonified secret – her childhood is just as much in the dark as her 

thoughts, which apparently keep doing surprising somersaults. 

It is therefore clear to the lover in the song that this love trip will 

not last forever. But that is precisely why he wants to enjoy every 

moment of it. Instead of trying to fathom the essence of the be-

loved, he humorously accepts the limits of his understanding and 

transforms his lack of comprehension into shared laughter, crying 

and dancing. 

It fits the road trip undertone of the 

lyrics that the song was recorded in 

Austin/Texas in 2013. Hamon, a 

passionate folk fan, had made con-

tacts in the USA at that time and 

recorded a number of songs in col-

laboration with the Navasota String 

Band. Also participating in the live re-

cording is his girlfriend, the chanson 

singer Alma Forrer (sitting next to 

Hamon). 
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Baptiste W. Hamon and the Navasota String Band: Joséphine 

from: L'insouciance (Carelessness / Lightheartedness, 2016) 

 

Josephine 

 

Josephine is the name of the girl that I love. 

Laughing, we dance through the night, 

me and my Josephine, whom I love 

and whose soul is haunted by despair. 

 

She loves Wagner and reads fateful books, 

tears are hidden in her laughter, 

dark thoughts float around her heart, 

which she tames into colourful rhymes, at night in bed. 

 

Sometimes the shadows of her childhood awaken, 

then she weeps with the waves 

and crouches catlike in my arms, 

while my tears mingle with hers. 

 

Come on, let's dance the summer away, 

we'll sing our troubles to pieces! 

All too soon this journey will end, 

but in your arms it never fades away. 

 

Josephine is the name of the girl that I love. 

Laughing, we dance through the night, 

me and my Josephine, whom I love 

and whose soul is haunted by despair. 
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Josephine is the name of the girl that I love. 

Laughing, we dance through the night, 

me and my Josephine, whom I love 

like a moonlit raft in a stormy sea. 

 

Live in Austin/Texas (2013) 

 

Full Album on Bandcamp 

 

Lyrics 

 

About Baptiste W. Hamon 

 

Born in 1986 in the Paris re-

gion, the singer-songwriter 

sees his musical roots not only 

in France. Rather, he also feels 

influenced by American litera-

ture and especially by Ameri-

can singer-songwriters and 

folk singers. Of particular im-

portance to him were Townes 

Van Zandt and "melancholic singers" like Nick Drake and Leonard 

Cohen, furthermore Guy Clark or John Prine. 

For Hamon, his mixture of French chanson and American folk or 

singer-songwriter culture is also the prerequisite for appealing to 

different music lovers. With regard to French music culture, he 

distinguishes between four different types of audience: the pop 

song lovers, the friends of the classic chanson of the 60s and 70s, 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CMlCTlEWHVs
https://baptistewhamon.bandcamp.com/album/linsouciance
https://www.songtexte.com/songtext/baptiste-w-hamon/josephine-6315cae3.html
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the indie listeners – who in turn maintain a distance from chan-

son because the border between the latter and the "chanson 

variété" (music hall songs) they reject is fluid – and those who 

prefer the modern chanson from the turn of the millennium. 

At the same time, Hamon emphasises that these demarcations 

are only of "minor" interest to him, since his own music is also 

influenced by "very diverse styles". Consequently, he points out 

that he plays his chansons for anyone who wants to hear them: 

"If the organisers of a sausage fair invite me to perform, I am 

ready to sing my chansons there. Even if that is not my primary 

audience". 

 

Quotations taken from: Coudol, Laurent: Interview with Baptiste W. Hamon 

on Froggy's Delight, February 23, 2016. 

 

More about Baptiste W. Hamon: 

Utopia: a Leap into the Uncertain (about the song Hervé) 

 

Pictures: 

1. Stefan Keller: Female Silhouette at a window (Pixabay) 

2. John Hain: Enjoying nature (Pixabay) 

3. Baptiste W. Hamon at a performance in Gennevilliers, October 2014 

(Wikimedia Commons / Jaiecoute.blogspot.com) 

 

 

 

  

http://www.froggydelight.com/article-17408-Baptiste_W._Hamon.html
https://literaturplanetonline.com/2020/12/17/die-utopie-ein-sprung-ins-ungewisse-utopia-a-leap-into-the-uncertain/
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Love makes us wish to always be with another person. But if we 

give in to this desire, it can sometimes destroy love. 

 

Freedom and Devotion 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Dream of a Shared Future 

 

A familiar situation in love affairs: Two people are, as they say, 

"in a relationship", they meet regularly, travel together, spend 

some nights together – but apart from that they live separately, 

i.e. they do not share everyday life with each other. 

In such a relationship, it often comes to a stage where one of the 

two wants more: a joint flat, an end to separate household 

budgets, perhaps even a state seal of marriage on the relation-

ship, having children together ... 
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Attachment Fears and Possessiveness 

 

The other person, however, may have doubts about whether this 

is a good idea; he or – as in the song De las dudas infinitas (The 

eternal doubts) by the Spanish band Supersubmarina – she would 

rather wait and see; is perhaps afraid that the step will come too 

soon and destroy more than could be gained by it. The one with 

the stronger desire for attachment, however, interprets the hesi-

tation as a withdrawal of love, as a sign that the person he loves 

more than anything in the world does not feel as much for him as 

he has thought and hoped so far. 

The result: endless discussions that can lead nowhere because 

they start from different premises. What appears to be a lack of 

courage from one perspective is, from the other, a caution that 

only seems all the more justified because of the other's claim to 

ownership. What for one person is a lack of devotion borders on 

blackmail from the other perspective – which is alluded to in the 

video clip for the song by an implied suicide attempt. 

 

Love Means: Wanting the Freedom of the Other 

 

On closer inspection, the lyrics of De las dudas infinitas reveal 

quite precisely what the core problem is in such relationship con-

flicts: the lack of empathy for the position of the other. The male 

part, from whose perspective the text is written, speaks only of 

his own injuries and apparently does not see the slightest reason 

to look for his own failures. His love is – as he sees it – strong and 

pure, only his partner weakens in her fire of love. 
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In this way, the other person is ultimately degraded to an object 

for one's own love. The subject of the other – as the actual goal 

of love – is pushed into the background. 

As a result, love can no longer achieve what is its most noble 

task: to promote and enable the freedom of the other person, 

even if the path of the loved one does not always run parallel to 

one's own. 

However, where love clips the wings of the other, it always 

misses its goal. Its fire will then expire sooner or later.  

 

Supersubmarina: De las dudas infinitas 

from: Santacruz (2012) 

 

The Eternal Doubts 

 

I have come to tell you 

what I have told you so many times before; 

the one thing that costs me so little 

and which you have never listened to, 

my girl with the eternal doubts: 

that I will wait here for you as long as I live.  

 

I have come to tell you  

that the time we have already lost 

is nothing but a small dot 

in the sky of oblivion; 

 

that all the injuries 

I've suffered over the years 
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are only good for something 

if you've learned from them; 

 

that no one has ever dreamed of you 

the way I sometimes dream with you; 

that no scourge on earth could equal the sting 

of separation from you in my heart. 

 

Here I will wait for you as long as I live, 

my girl with the eternal doubts! 

Don't let your fears 

ruin all our dreams. 

 

I've come to tell you that I'm sorry –   

even though I don't know what for –, 

just to let you know that I'll always be there 

when you're alone; 

 

just to let you know that there'll always be 

a good friend by your side –  

because if I lose you, 

I will be lost. 

 

No one has ever dreamed of you 

the way I sometimes dream with you; 

no scourge on earth can equal the sting 

of separation from you in my heart. 

 

Here I will wait for you as long as I live, 

my girl with the eternal doubts! 
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Don't let your fears 

ruin all our dreams. 

 

But do not worry: 

The moon is not extinguished yet! 

May his light eternally watch over us 

and protect our love! 

 

Lyrics 

 

Video clip 

 

Text messages in video clip: 

1. ¿Capaz? ¿Incapaz? – Capable? Incapable? 
2. ¿Estrenamos el baño? – Shall we inaugurate the bathroom? 
3. ¿Un atardecer más? – Another sunset? 
4. Ficciones – here: feature films, movies 
5. Applause 
6. Hazme girar – Turn me around 
 
 

About the Band Supersubmarina 

 

Supersubmarina (Super Submarine) is an indie rock band from 

the Andalusian city of Baeza in southern Spain. The idea to found 

the band goes back to 2005, when José Chino and his buddies 

Jaime, Pope and Juanca – who only appear under their first 

names – started making music together. 

One of their improvisations imitated the roar of the sea, which 

gave the band its name. The self-chosen label "underwater 

https://www.letrasmania.com/letras/letras_de_canciones_supersubmarina_57680_letras_bcn_226127_letras_de_las_dudas_infinitas_1955019.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rU-MMv13l-Q
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band", however, also fits well with a band that operates below or 

beyond the mainstream. 

Between 2008 and 2014, the band released three EPs and three 

longplayers. They dissolved in 2016 after the band members 

were involved in a serious traffic accident during a concert tour. 

 

 

 

 

 

Bilder: 

Giuseppe Gricci (1700 – 1770): Lovers' Quarrel; Figure group, Ceramics-Por-

celain; Naples/Italy, Mid-18th century; New York, Metropolitan Museum of 

Art (Wikimedia Commons) 

Juampa Mola: The Band Supersubmarina, September 2011 (Wikimedia 

Commons) 
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True love often results less from the power of fate than from a 

whim of chance. This opens the door to far-reaching what-if fan-

tasies. 

 

The Love Gifts of the Capricious God of Chance 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

When a Walk to the Bakery Changes an Entire Life 

 

Somewhere in the middle of nowhere. When Mike wakes up one 

morning, he realises he's out of bread. All right, he thinks, then I'll 

have some cereals for breakfast. But when he reaches for the 

milk bottle, it turns out that the milk has gone sour. 

What a nuisance, Mike thinks to himself. Why does this have to 

happen today of all days – on the day of the interview for the 

Voluntary Social Year? And all this on a Monday, when the bakery 

is more crowded than on other days! 
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However, Mike doesn't want to leave the house without break-

fast either. So he swallows his anger, takes a quick shower and 

then queues up at the bakery. 

A young woman stands in front of him. Long dark hair, pleasant 

scent. She seems a bit nervous, constantly stepping from one 

foot to the other and looking ahead, as if she could speed up the 

bagging of the baked goods with her glances. 

Finally, her bag falls out of her hands. She wants to bend down, 

but Mike is faster and picks it up for her. 

"That's not the first thing to fall out of my hands today," she 

laughs as Mike hands her the bag. "I have a job interview later on 

today – and I ran out of bread today, of all days!" 

Of course, this results in an animated conversation; of course, the 

animated conversation results in an even more animated date, 

which eventually ends up in a long, loving partnership. Mike be-

comes a baker, then studies to work as a food chemist, with a 

focus on controlling and optimising the ingredients of bread. 

 

Completely Different Development in the Parallel Universe 

 

At the same time in the parallel universe: Mike's cosmic twin 

wakes up to find he's out of bread. He already wants to go to the 

bakery, against his habit, when he remembers the banknote his 

grandmother slipped him on his last visit. Since he has to leave 

the house for a job interview anyway, he decides to treat himself 

to breakfast at a café. 

The job interview goes quite well for Mike's twin. At first, they 

offer him to spend his Voluntary Social Year in the bakery of a 
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homeless facility. But then it turns out that there is also a possi-

bility to go abroad, to Rwanda, whose scenic beauty has always 

appealed to Mike's twin. 

In Rwanda, he not only falls in love with nature, but also with a 

young local woman named Alika. The social year passes by in the 

blink of an eye for him, and afterwards everything is changed. He, 

who had always derided matrimony as a shackle, marries on the 

spot to have his Alika always by his side. 

Mike's twin studies engineering and then gets involved in de-

velopment projects in Africa. 

 

The God of Love and the Magic Wand of Chance 

 

Both Mike and his twin from the parallel universe are convinced 

that it was fate that made them find their love for life. But if they 

could meet – which, as we all know, is impossible due to the 

space-time-gap between cosmic mirror images –  they would 

have to admit to each other: It was not at all the case that the 

God of love here put together two human puzzle pieces that 

were meant for each other. Rather, chance shaped the puzzle 

pieces in such a way that they suddenly fitted together. 

Of course, there are also certain limits to the magic wand of 

chance. Some character traits go together better than others, 

without common interests it is more difficult to live together 

permanently, and finally there is also a biochemistry of love, an 

attraction based on smells and chemical messengers that signal 

approaching or distancing on a purely animalistic level. 

However, the importance of all these factors depends on the 

situation in which we meet another person. If we are stranded on 
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a desert island with a single fellow human being, we will strive, if 

only for reasons of self-protection, to find our interactions with 

this person pleasant. This – as well as being dependent on each 

other in an extreme situation – may then lead us to open up to a 

person we would otherwise never have seen as the fitting puzzle 

piece for our own self. 

 

The Door to the Magical in Us 

 

From this point of view, the dream of the one person who ideally 

complements us is also put into perspective. After all, at least as 

important as the personality of the other is how much we are 

willing and able to fully engage with another human being; 

whether we are ready to follow all the vibrations of the other 

person's ego, to resonate with the beloved and thus to adjust our 

lives to a common movement with one another. 

Such a finding might be sobering for those who are still waiting 

for the prince from the Orient or the princess from the Occident. 

On the other hand, it also has something liberating about it. For it 

shows that to a certain extent it is up to us to discover the 

longed-for fairytale figure. 

There is a door to the magical in every human being. We just 

have to watch closely enough to find it – and we need the 

courage to open it together with the other person. 
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Olive & moi: L'ascenseur  

from: Fais-moi une passe (2008) 
 

The Elevator 

 

Would all this have happened 

if we had met somewhere else 

or the night before? 

If our tête-a-tête hadn't happened 

in the elevator of all places? 

 

How many stairs would we have had to climb 

to move into a castle in the clouds without a lift? 

 

How would the heat – if we had walked –   

have stifled our every wish 

to light a very different fire! 

But in the lift the tingling warmth 

opened one heart to the other. 

 

How many steps would we have had to climb 

to embrace the sky without a lift? 

 

At dizzy heights – how thin is the air! 

At dizzy heights – how far you can see! 

 

How many steps would we have had to climb 

to embrace the sky without a lift? 

 

On the long staircase, 
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how would we have drifted further away 

from each other with every step! 

But in the elevator, love unfolded 

between the floors and took us straight to heaven. 

 

How many stairs would we have had to climb 

to move into a castle in the clouds without a lift? 

How many steps would we have had to climb 

to embrace the sky without a lift? 

 

At dizzy heights – how thin is the air! 

At dizzy heights – how far you can see – 

right up to the castle in the clouds where we live! 

 

Song 

Lyrics by Bénédicte Bourlier 

Music: Bénédicte Bourlier, Franck Prosperi, Philippe Bergeron 

Vocals: Olivier Costes and Bénédicte Bourlier 

Arrangement: Emmanuel Da Silva 

 

About Olive & moi 

 

Olive & moi (Olive and I) is the stage name of Olivier Costes. The 

name first of all points to the diverse fields of activity in which 

this singer-songwriter was active until he entered the chanson 

scene. Born in Paris but at home in the southern French dépar-

tement of Aveyron, Costes initially worked in the PR industry, 

creating spots and slogans for political campaigns, among other 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kwx3EIE7BEY
https://www.paroles.net/olive-moi/paroles-dans-l-ascenseur
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things. It was not until he was 40 that he released his first album 

(Fais-moi une passe) in 2008. 

In addition, the programmatic multiplication of the self refers to 

the ambition of using various musical styles and types of lyrics. 

With regard to the debut album, it also points to the collabora-

tion with the singer-songwriter Bénédicte Bourlier from the Lyon 

band Liz de Lux. 

Bourlier not only sings on the album, but has also contributed her 

own songs. For example, she wrote the lyrics for L'ascenseur and 

co-composed the music for the song. So the correct term here 

would be "Bénédicte et Olive" rather than "Olive et moi". 

However, Olivier Costes, who has also published literary texts and 

children's books, began writing his own songs early on. He 

recorded them on tape and put each one in a stamped envelope 

– for a long time, though, without having the courage to send the 

envelopes to a music label. 

Costes sees his musical role models not only in French chanson 

singers but also in the British band The Cure. In his music, this is 

noticeable in a more pop-like sound, which connects his songs 

rather with the Nouvelle Chanson of the turn of the millennium 

than with traditional French chanson. 

 

Information taken from: 

Capcampus.com: Olive et moi: Fais-moi une passe; September 24, 2008 

Chantefrance.com: Olive & moi; July 31, 2015 

Olivier Costes: Homepage 

Pictures: 1. Viktor Mikhaylovich Vasnetsov (1848 – 1926): The Flying Carpet 

(after 1919); Moscow, Vasnetsov Memorial House (Wikimedia Commons); 

2. Rodrigo Paredes: Elevator and stairs; Buenos Aires, 2015 (Wikimedia Com-

mons; modified) 

file:///C:/Users/Hoffmann/Documents/olive%20et%20moi%20:%20Fais-moi%20une%20passe
https://www.chantefrance.com/artist/103887-olive-moi/biographie
https://www.oliviercostes.fr/
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What parents still fear today could destroy an entire life in for-

mer times: the springtime feelings of daughters. Special dance 

rituals served as an outlet for the urge for freedom and at the 

same time were meant to keep it under control. 

 

The Bad Wolf and the Horse Hungry for Freedom 

 

 

 

Love Games in Former Times 

 

How did man and woman actually come together in former 

times? On what basis was it decided who would enter into an in-

timate union with whom? 

If we think of the aristocracy or the urban bourgeoisie, the mat-

ter is clear. Here, children were a kind of investment object, 

brought together with the offspring of other families of the same 

class following the principle of the greatest expected returns and 

synergy effects. Marriages were arranged, a free choice of part-

ner did not exist. 

In the countryside, however, things looked different. Of course, 

there were also rich farmers who were looking for an appropriate 
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match for their offspring. But this applied in particular to the 

male heir or heirs – depending on which inheritance law pre-

vailed in the region concerned. For the other descendants and 

the vast majority of the dispossessed, no such strict rules applied. 

Poverty and wealth were thus both a curse and a blessing in this 

context. Those who were rich could afford a large family and 

suffered less from material worries. In return, however, they 

were less free in matters of love. Those who were poor suffered 

from meagre living conditions and were perhaps not able to 

found a family at all. On the other hand, there were fewer re-

strictions when it came to choosing a partner. 

 

The Heart Cannot Be Put in Chains 

 

Regardless of whether the heart was allowed to have a say in 

love or family reasons determined marriages, hearts went their 

own way in the old days as well. Love is not a horse that can 

simply be tied up in the stable and led out to pasture when 

needed. 

This is exactly what the Estonian folk song Hobusemäng testifies 

to. The white horse that escapes from its paddock to freedom is 

obviously an image of the girl becoming a woman, who, as a vir-

gin, is now in danger of falling prey to a male "wolf". 

The song is thus sung from the perspective of the worried 

parents – most likely the mother – and expresses quite real con-

cerns. A young girl who had intimate contact with another man 

before marriage or even became pregnant was considered dis-

honoured. The brief moment of freedom in love often had to be 
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paid for with a permanent stigma and a life on the margins of the 

community. 

 

A Dance Game as Ritualised Flirtation 

 

In the dance game associated with the song, however, these 

thoughts recede into the background. It is rather the situation 

before the horse's escape that serves as a starting point here. 

The circle formed by the girls corresponds to the fence that sur-

rounds the horse. Outside of it, the young men try to break 

through the fence circle as "wolves" in order to carry off the 

horse. 

Song and dance game were thus used at fairs, celebrations or 

simply on warm summer evenings to bring the sexes closer to-

gether in a playful way. The origins of this custom lie in the dark-

ness of history. The written versions of text and melody date 

from the turn of the 20th century, when people in the Baltic 

countries began to reflect more strongly on their own culture and 

history. 

The version by the band Svjata Vatra follows the historical 

model, but enriches it with instrumental accompaniment and a 

modern arrangement. Both, however, resort to folkloristic ele-

ments themselves, so that the song is merely adapted to today's 

listening habits, but in no way distorted in its essence. 

More music from Estonia: 

Another song by Svjata Vatra: A Journey to the Land of Freedom (about the 
song Revolutsioon) 

The Art of Speechless Speech (about the song Kuukene/Moon by 
Trad.Attack!) 

https://literaturplanetonline.com/2022/07/30/eine-reise-in-das-land-der-freiheit-a-journey-to-the-land-of-freedom/#english
https://literaturplanetonline.com/2020/12/04/die-kunst-des-sprachlosen-sprechens-the-art-of-speechless-speech/
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Svjata Vatra: Hobusemäng  

from: Muutused / Zminy (Estonian/Ukrainian for "Changes"), 

2018 

 

The Horse Game 

 

My horse, my beautiful horse is gone!  

What did it look like, your horse? 

Tell me, innkeeper, 

you and your beautiful daughter: 

Have you seen my horse? 

 

What did it look like, your horse? 

White was its hair, white were its eyes. 

White were its feet, white a spot on its forehead. 

Golden was the rope on its neck, 

brightly shone the halter that it wore. 

 

Where did your horse run off to? 

It danced away on the endless pastures, 

lost itself whinnying in the buckwheat field. 

Oh, if only the bloodthirsty wolf 

does not disgrace its white mane! 

 

Video clip 

 

Full Album on Bandcamp 

 

Lyrics 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7auc4TNJohI
https://svjatavatra.bandcamp.com/album/muutused-zminy-changes
https://svjatavatra.bandcamp.com/album/muutused-zminy-changes
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About Svjata Vatra 

 

Svjata Vatra (Ukrainian "Holy Fire") is an Estonian-Ukrainian folk 

band that performs Estonian and Ukrainian folk songs in new ar-

rangements, but also creates own folk songs. Since 2006, a total 

of seven albums have been released, all of which are freely 

available on Bandcamp. 

The band's frontman is Ruslan Tro-

chynskyi (Trochinski, Estonian 

Trotšõnskõi), born in 1976 in Bilezke 

in the Ukrainian Donetsk district. He 

attended the music grammar school 

in Kiev and then studied at the local 

conservatory, the Tchaikovsky 

Academy of Music, where he also 

participated in the in-house sym-

phony orchestra. 

After graduating, Trochynskyi, whose main instrument is the 

trombone, first played with the folk-punk band Haydamaky. In 

2005, he moved to Estonia and became the co-founder of the 

band Svjata Vatra, which he has led in changing line-ups ever 

since. The other band members are mostly from Estonia.  

Pictures: 
1. Franz von Stuck (1863 – 1928): Reigen (Round dance; 1910); Warsaw, 

National Museum (Wikimedia Commons) 
2. James Ward (1769 – 1859): A horse in a landscape startled by lightning 

(Wikimedia Commons) 
3. Derzsi Elekes Andor: Ruslan Trochynskyi at a performance with Svjata 

Vatra in Hungary, 2014 (Wikimedia Commons) 
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Even though they are largely equal in law, homosexuals still have 

to struggle with reservations in everyday life even in Western 

countries. 

 

Same-Sex Love: Arrived in Everyday Life? 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

A Defensive Outing  

 

"I'm gay – and that's a good thing!" With this now proverbial sen-

tence, the social democratic politician Klaus Wowereit wanted to 

take the wind out of the tabloid press' sails in 2001. Instead of 

jeopardising his chances of becoming mayor of Berlin in the up-

coming elections with a dirty disclosure story, he went on the 

offensive and outed himself as homosexual. 

The calculation worked out pretty well – Wowereit won the elec-

tions and determined the fate of the capital for 13 years. Never-

theless, in retrospect, the question arises as to why such a sen-

tence was needed at all. After all, Christopher Street Day was al-
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ready looking back on a success story of more than twenty years 

at that time. Even in carnival-loving Cologne, more people 

flocked to the rainbow party than to the Rose Monday parades. 

Indeed, a closer look reveals that Wowereit's sentence sounds 

courageous, but at the same time has a defensive character. This 

is especially true of the follow-up sentence. After all, being ho-

mosexual is no more "good" or "bad" in itself than being hetero-

sexual, having blond or red hair, preferring this or that kind of 

music. Wowereit's defiant epilogue therefore proves that homo-

sexuality - especially on the stage of big politics – was by no 

means normal at that time. 

One may at least have doubts that the situation has fundamen-

tally changed since then. After all, politicians who confess to their 

homosexuality still report hostility today (1). 

 

When Ignorance Disguises Itself as Tolerance 

 

As a rule, political correctness today requires that any reserva-

tions about openly expressed homosexuality be concealed be-

hind a mask of tolerance. However, this can be even more un-

pleasant for those concerned than open rejection, because it also 

makes it more difficult to openly confront homophobic attitudes. 

It is precisely this contradiction between outwardly displayed 

tolerance and inner distance that the French singer-songwriter 

Pomme, who openly admits to her lesbian orientation, criticises. 

In her chanson Grandiose, she accuses friends who tell her she's 

"like everyone else" of mendacity. The background to this is ob-

viously that tolerance here is not the result of a conscious ac-
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ceptance of otherness, but rather appears as ignorance disguised 

as tolerance. 

As the singer made clear in an interview, she sees a similar con-

tradiction at the level of society (2). It is true that homosexual 

couples in France today are largely equal before the law. Same-

sex marriage became legal in 2013, and in 2021 the right of ho-

mosexual couples to artificial insemination was also regulated by 

law (3). 

 

Equal Rights, but No Equality in Everyday Life 

 

According to Pomme, however, there is a lack of acceptance of 

homosexuality in everyday life in France. This does not only refer 

to the demonstrations attended by up to 100,000 people to pre-

vent the introduction of same-sex marriage (4) in 2013. The 

singer also reports about the continued harassment of same-sex 

couples in public (5). 

The consequence of this is a widespread shyness to admit to 

one's own inclinations. As a result, according to Pomme, homo-

sexual youths lack suitable role models. 

Furthermore, the singer observes reservations about same-sex 

love in the music business. There, the PR departments would 

tend to polish the image of the stars for mainstream suitability – 

and thus discourage openly displayed deviations from the norm 

(6). 

The difficulties mentioned in the song in fulfilling her wish to 

have a child are therefore – as the singer emphasises – not to be 

understood in a legal sense. Rather, they refer to the prevailing 

model of life, which is still oriented towards the traditional family 
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with father and mother. It fits in with this that the chanson, as 

the singer recounts, was written at Christmas – a festival that, 

more than any other, serves to celebrate the family. 

 

Courageous Commitment to the "Grandiosity" of Ordinary Life 

 

Thus, the song testifies to a triple courage: the courage to con-

fess to one's peculiarities, even if they contradict the main-

stream; the courage to unmask the ignorance of a superficial po-

litical correctness disguised as tolerance; and the courage to pre-

sent the desire for a child as an act of emancipation – which 

could expose even a heterosexual woman to the suspicion of ad-

hering to a conservative role model. 

The chanson hence conveys a very different image of homosexu-

ality than the carnival parades of Christopher Street Day suggest. 

The ideal here is not promiscuity, but the completely normal eve-

ryday life of a loving couple – a quiet "grandiosity" that is not as-

sociated with same-sex couples to this day. 

Only when this normality of homosexuality is recognised and 

acknowledged can legal equality also become equality in every-

day life. Then no one will have to defiantly defend their same-sex 

orientation like the former mayor of Berlin once did. 

Who does it with whom and how is then again a private matter. 

After all, heterosexuals are not constantly asked about their par-

ticular erotic preferences either. 
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Pomme: Grandiose  

from: Les Failles (2019) 

 

Amazing 

 

Ever since I realised 

that I'm not entitled to it, 

I've wished for a child in my belly. 

Sometimes I probably should have kept quiet 

about the big, threatening wish.  

 

Ever since my friends lied to me 

by telling me I was like the others, 

I've wished for a child in my belly, 

that we would love each other 

and have an amazing life. 

 

Amazing … 

The life I have designed 

for you, 

this life that they sell us 

pre-packaged, ready for use –   

such a life does not exist 

for us. 

 

Since the first fleeting touch, 

the blood inflamed by the blood of another, 

even before my body knew love, 

I'd wished for a child in my belly. 
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But Love spoke to me: 

"You are not like the others! 

For girls your girl's heart beats, 

you need to fight 

for an amazing life!" 

 

Amazing … 

 

Ever since I realised … 

 

Since in the grey ringing of church bells 

the scent of wild roses has caressed me, 

I've wished for a child in my belly, 

that we would love each other 

and have an amazing life. 

 

Amazing … 

 

Video clip 

 

Lyrics 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=jIqA5sg5gZM
https://www.azlyrics.com/lyrics/pomme/grandiose.html
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About Pomme 

 

Pomme is the stage name of Claire Pom-

met, born in 1996. Raised in a music-

loving home in a suburb of Lyon in the 

south of France, she created her own 

songs and music videos at an early age. 

At the age of 19, she achieved national 

fame with her chanson J'suis pas dupe (I 

won't be fooled). Since 2016, she has re-

leased four EPs and three longplayers. For 

a large part of her chansons – including 

Grandiose – she wrote the lyrics and 

composed the music herself. 
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Pictures: 

1. Simeon Solomon (1840 – 1905): The archaic Greek poets Sappho and 

Erinna in a Garden at Mytilene (1864); London, Tate Britain (Tate Gallery; 

Wikimedia commons) 

2. Eddy Llrg: Pomme at a concert in Bourges, 2020 (Wikimedia commons) 

3. Franz von Stuck (1863 – 1928): The Dancers, 1896 (Wikimedia Commons) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

https://www.zeit.de/politik/ausland/2016-10/frankreich-protest-homo-ehe-paris
https://www.zeit.de/politik/ausland/2016-10/frankreich-protest-homo-ehe-paris
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Just as two people approach each other in dance, voices can cir-

cle around each other in duet. In this way, the love game turns 

into music. 

 

A Love Song as an Erotic Trapeze Dance 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The Albatrosses and the Flamenco 

 

Perhaps the most important difference between sex with a pros-

titute and the erotic encounter in an intimate relationship is that 

in the first case there is no foreplay. The prostitute is simply a 

means of discharging urges, a human being who is abused as a 

kind of sex toilet. This is precisely what constitutes the discrimi-

nation to which people working in this sector are subjected. 

Ultimately, such a degraded type of sexuality even falls behind 

the sexual practices of animals. After all, some animal species 
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have very sophisticated forms of foreplay – just think of the 

courtship dances of albatrosses. 

The often very ritualised and at the same time rhythmicised fore-

plays in the animal world may in turn have influenced some hu-

man dances with clearly sexual connotations. A particularly 

striking example of this is flamenco. 

 

The Rhythm of the Foreplay 

 

However, foreplay in love is by no means limited to the phase of 

the immediate physical encounter. In a broader sense, it basically 

begins with all the little signs that point to this encounter and 

lead to it: the encouraging smile, a certain glow in the eyes, the 

more confidential sound of the voice, finally the first fleeting, 

perhaps even unintentional touch that suddenly means so much 

more than the everyday handshake and kiss of greeting and 

farewell. 

This gradual – mental and physical – approach to each other also 

follows a certain rhythm. It is a bit like with the trapeze artists 

who gain momentum on their swings at lofty heights before one 

of them (usually the woman) finally lets herself fall and is caught 

by the other. 

 

A Dance in Words 

 

It is precisely this rhythmic circling around and moving towards 

each other that is expressed in the song Proměny (Metamorpho-

ses) by the Czech band Čechomor. 
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Based on an old folk song, the foreplay here still follows tradi-

tional role patterns: the man pushes, the woman hesitates. This 

may often be different today. However, the underlying move-

ment pattern remains unaffected. Regardless of which sexes ap-

proach each other and who makes the first move, the erotic tra-

peze dance always contains certain recurring elements. 

This is also reflected in the formulaic nature of the language in 

the song. It translates into words what is expressed in dance with 

movements. Just as the dancers turn around each other and ap-

proach each other in playful touches, the singers also move to-

wards each other in the music, even if the words seem to sepa-

rate them until the end. 

Čechomor: Proměny  

from: Proměny (2001) 

Metamorphoses 

In vain you woo me, silly boy: 

There is no place for you in my heart, 

not even for one hour will I be yours! 

 

What makes you think that, beautiful girl? 

There is only room for you in my heart, 

God himself has destined you to be my bride! 

 

So I will turn into a squirrel, 

leaping in the oak crowns to elude you –  

and not for one hour will I be yours! 

 

But I have a sharp axe at home, 
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the tallest firs I will bring down with it –  

for God has destined you to be my bride! 

 

So I will turn into a fish, 

diving in the Danube's whirlpools to elude you –  

and not for one hour will I be yours! 

 

But I have fish traps at home, 

even the biggest fish get caught in them –   

for God has destined you to be my bride! 

 

So I will turn into a crow, 

crossing rivers and frontiers to elude you –  

and not for one hour will I be yours! 

 

But I have crossbows at home, 

even the  souls of crows can't elude them –    

for God has destined you to be my bride! 

 

So I will turn into a star, 

floating in the depths of the sky to elude you –  

and not for one hour will I be yours! 

 

But I have star charts at home, 

even the most distant stars can't hide from them –  

for God has destined you to be my bride! 

 

Live recording: Čechomor with Lenka Dusilová and the ensemble 

of the Czech Philharmonic Orchestra; Arrangement: Jaz Coleman 

Lyrics 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sz_Pa47TFuw
https://www.pisnicky.cz/seznam-pisnicek/cechomor_lenka-dusilova_promeny
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About Čechomor, Jaz Coleman and Lenka Dusilová 

 

The music group 

Čechomor, founded 

in 1988 in Svitavy in 

West Moravia, fo-

cuses on Czech folk 

songs. Initially, the 

group was more con-

cerned with repro-

ducing the songs in 

their authentic form, 

which is also ex-

pressed in their original name – "Czech-Moravian Independent 

Music Society".  

Over time, however, the band has moved towards presenting the 

traditional songs in new, more contemporary arrangements. 

Along with this, the initial restriction to acoustic instruments was 

abandoned and the group was renamed "Čechomor". 

After quickly becoming popular in the Czech Republic, the group 

celebrated a sensational success in 2001 with the album 

Proměny. It earned the band awards for Music Group and Band 

of the Year. The title track Proměny was at the top of the Czech 

charts for a long time and was voted Song of the Year. 

The success of the album was also due to the fact that it was 

recorded together with the Czech Philharmonic Orchestra. The 

arrangements were provided by the British-New Zealand musi-

cian Jaz Coleman, who with his classical music training and as 

front man of the rock band Killing Joke is at home in several mu-
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sical worlds. Coleman has also worked with the Prague Philhar-

monic Orchestra – as well as with London's Royal Philharmonic 

Orchestra – on symphonic versions of classic rock songs. 

Lenka Dusilová, who sings a duet with 

František Černý of Čechomor in the live 

recording of Proměny, had already 

worked with the music group before. 

Born in 1975, she began her career as a 

musician in 1988 in the Prague chil-

dren's choir Bambini di Praga before 

turning to rock music in the 1990s. After 

initially playing in various bands, she 

started a solo career in 2000. Her 

greatest success was the multi-award-winning album Mezi Světy 

(Intermediate Worlds) from 2005. 

 

 

Links 

Flamenco Couple Dance to the song Ama me (Love me!), 2005 

Courtship dance of the albatrosses on the Galapagos Islands: 

Gräub, Matthias: So schön balzen Albatrosse (So beautiful are the courtship 

dances of albatrosses). Tierwelt.ch, March 6, 2014. 

 

Pictures: 

1. Federico Andreotti (1847 – 1930): The Flirtation (Wikimedia Commons) 
2.  Michal Pavlik: The band Čechomor in the line-up from 2016 (Wikimedia 

Commons) 

3.  Michal Maňas: Lenka Dusilová, 2008 (Wikimedia Commons) 

 

  

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=baW_tFoTbMk
https://www.tierwelt.ch/artikel/wildtiere/so-schon-balzen-albatrosse-416536
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There is only one thing we fear more than our own death: the 

death of somebody we love. That is why humans have always 

dreamed of a love that is stronger than death.  

 

The Land of Love – Stronger than Death? 

 

 

 

Life – a "Tremendous Slight" 

 

The Austrian writer Ingeborg Bachmann once characterised hu-

man life as a "ungeheuerliche Kränkung" ("tremendous 

slight/mortification"). 

Of course, the first thing that comes to mind here is the finite na-

ture of human life. In other words, the fact that everything we do 

– no matter how committed we may be, no matter how hard we 

may strive for perfection – will be undone by death in the end. 
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What is true for individual life is equally true for cities and entire 

civilisations, even for our planet. All the dominoes that we 

painstakingly pile on top of each other will ultimately collapse. 

The whole evolution of life on earth will finally fall apart again 

into a heap of matter that will be reassembled into something 

completely different elsewhere. 

 

Worse than Your own Death: the Death of Someone You Love 

 

All this is unquestionably a "tremendous slight" for the high-flying 

human spirit, which loves so much to put on the crown of cre-

ation. However, there is one thing that surpasses the pain of the 

insult caused by one's own finitude – and that is the death of a 

loved one. 

Losing a person we love, on the one hand, inflicts an immediate 

and deep hurt on us, because we literally lose the greatest 

treasure we can acquire in life. Nothing makes the existential loss 

and abandonment more palpable than when we suddenly find 

ourselves without this treasure. 

On the other hand, a loved one always has a meaning for us that 

goes beyond this person. Those who lose their parents also feel 

cut off from their past. Those who lose their children feel that 

they are forfeiting their future. And when death cuts up a love 

relationship, it destroys the utopia of overcoming our existential 

abandonment in a superior spiritual union. 
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The Dream of a Love that is Stronger than Death 

 

Isis and Osiris 

The human spirit has always rebelled against the finality of death, 

especially in love. Mythology bears witness to this – as the Egyp-

tian goddess Isis shows, for example. 

When her husband Osiris was murdered by his brother and his 

limbs were scattered across the land, Isis gathered them up again 

and reassembled them. So she could at least be with her beloved 

once more and beget a child with him. 

Romeo and Juliet, Tristan and Isolde 

In other cases, the lovers paradoxically embrace the very thing 

that threatens them most. They prefer to die together rather 

than be separated in life. 

Romeo and Juliet, like Tristan and Isolde, are indeed driven to 

their deaths only by unfortunate circumstances. However, this 

seems to be their fate, the only way to assert their love against 

the adverse circumstances of their respective realities. 

Philemon and Baucis 

Thus, the apparent demise is often connected with the idea of a 

transformation through which love can reach permanence in the 

end. Just as Philemon and Baucis in Ovid's Metamorphoses 

transform into a lime tree and an oak tree after death, with their 

twigs continuing to branch into each other, other lovers also 

dream of a unity that goes beyond death. 
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Real love thus coincides here with the idea of a unio mystica, a 

unity of the soul with God, as it is invoked in the Bible in King 

Solomon's Song of Songs. 

The Land of Love as a Counter Design to the Realm of Death 

Ultimately, all these musings are based on the idea that beyond 

the underworld river Styx there is not only a realm of the dead, 

but also a land of love in which the laws of the real world are 

suspended. 

This counterworld would be a world of perfect harmony, a world 

in which the wound of divisiveness that has been smouldering 

since the expulsion 

from paradise would 

be healed. And of 

course it would also be 

a world that knows no 

transience and there-

fore cannot inflict on 

us the most tremen-

dous of all slights: the 

loss of a person we 

love. 

 

 

Pictures: 1. Joachim Patinir/Patenier (ca. 1480 – 1524): Charon on the Styx; 

Madrid, Museo Nacional del Prado (Wikimedia commons); 2. Feliks Michał 

Wygrzywalski (1875 – 1944): Charons Boot, 1917 (Wikimedia commons) 

In Greek mythology, Charon is the ferryman who takes the dead across the 

river (Acheron, Styx or Lethe) that borders the realm of Hades, the God of the 

underworld. 
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Emliy Loizeau: L'autre bout du monde  

from: L'autre bout du monde (2006) 

 

The Other Side of the World 

 

In that realm – they say – it's always nice, 

it is the most rewarding of all destinations, 

the place where every bird finds refuge, 

the other end of the world. 

 

Through the fog I feel my way, 

lonely, but determined 

to set out for the distant realm 

// at the other end of the world. // 

 

Whispering, a voice invites me 

on the banks of a river. 

It is your voice, searching for me 

at the other end of the world. 

 

It murmurs, lost in the roar: 

"Don't cry, I am not dead, 

my darling, I have only moved 

// to the other end of the world." // 

 

The haze melts into golden rain, 

my gaze falls on the other shore, 

on you, you sink into my arms 

at the other end of the world. 
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In my dreams we are united, 

but only in that other world. 

Where is it, and how can I reach it, 

/// the other end of the world? /// 

 

Video clip 

 

Lyrics 

 

 

About Émily Loizeau 

 

The singer-songwriter was born in Neuilly-

sur-Seine near Paris in 1975 to a French fa-

ther and a British mother. Her bilingual roots 

are also reflected in her music, even though 

she prefers the French language for her 

chansons. 

Since 2005, eleven albums have been re-

leased by the musician, including three concept albums that she 

has developed since 2014 at the Centquatre-Paris cultural centre. 

One of them is a tribute to the US singer-songwriter Lou Reed 

(Run Run Run; 2020). She has also participated in numerous col-

laborative projects with other artists.  

 

Picture: Georges Seguin: Emily Loizeau at the presentation of her album 

L'autre bout du monde in Paris (2006); Wikimedia Commons 

 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SiOMjzNUPvs
https://laboiteauxparoles.com/titre/113852/l-autre-bout-du-monde

